
          Annexure-H 

MINUTES OF VC MEETING WITH STATE MISSION DIRECTORS AND SLBC 
CONVENORS OF STATES  ON  28.01.2016TO  REVIEW  PROGRESS  BEING  
MADE  IN PRADHAN  MANTRI  JAN-DHAN  YOJANA  (PMJDY) ,PMJJBY, PMSBY 
,APY and PMMY 

A Video conference to review the progress of PMJDY, PMJJBY, PMSBY, APY and PMMY (Mudra) was 
held on 28.01.2016 from 11.00 A.M onwards under the chairmanship of Mission Director (PMJDY and 
Joint, Secretary (FI), Shri Rajesh Aggarwal. The meeting was addressed by Shri Shashank Saksena 
Economic Advisor (DFS), Dr. Alok Pande, Additional Mission Director (PMJDY) and Director (FI), Shri. 
Ateesh Singh Director (DFS) and Sh. Srinivas Rao, Director (DFS). The list of  otherparticipants is 
enclosed.  

At the outset,Joint secretary (FI) extended a warm welcome to the participants and apprised them of the 
various issues related to Jan Dhan Yojana like Bank Mitr availability, RuPay card activation, overcharging 
by Bank Mitrs etc. raised in the Pragati Meeting ofPMO .He also highlighted need of more frequent 
meetings of state mission directors and SLBCs for effective support in addressing the new areas of 
concern under PMJDY and other schemes implementation  The Important issues discussed and action 
points emerged in the meeting are as under:- 

a) SLBC Convenors of all states were directed to ensure that theframeworkfor SLBC/DCC and DLRC 
meetings, as per the RBI Master Circular on LEAD Bank Schemes is followed .Calendar of Meetings 
should be maintained and available on the SLBC website along with the agenda and minutes of the 
meetings. Participation of the District Collector and various public representatives must be ensured in 
the   DCC and DLRC meetings.SLBCs were advised to ensure updation/availability of information as 
per the RBI master circular on their website. 

b) All SLBCs were advised to set up  a common dashboard  covering various parameters , district wise  
such as number of accounts opened, RuPay cards issued/ activated, Bank Mitr availability, 
enrollment under insurance schemes and claims paid/pending, credit access to  farmers etc.  This will 
also help the State administration will have a better insight of banking penetration in the State. 

c) Active participation of the State Mission Directors / State Government in conducting financial literacy   
sessions in every district is sought to take the task of financial literacy forward in each state. 

d) All SLBCs were requested to initiate the financial literacy program for school children, with a special 
focus on female students of class 9 and 10, in their States after the success of the program in 
Gujarat, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh. 

e) Further, mapping of various skilling centres with FLCs/ Bank Branches has been done by SLBCs. 
Banks /FLCs were now advised to conduct financial literacy sessions for trainers who will in turn train 
the participants at the skilling centers in coordination with mapped FLC/ Bank. They were advised to 
update the progress in conducting financial literacy sessions in the state on the pmjdy portal on 
regular basis. 

f) State Government to actively participate and provide all necessary support to banks in organizing 
financial literacy camps  for distribution of pending RuPay cards and PINs & activation of cards and 
sensitization  on the importance of swiping the card once in every  90 days to keep the insurance 
cover live. 

g) With the roll out of DBT schemes for PDS and food subsidy in States, active involvement of the State 
government in envisaged. On the issue of multiplicity of accounts for credit of subsidy under DBT, 
banks were advised to ensure credit of subsidy in the existing bank account. Banks should observe 
due diligence while opening new account for DBT transactions as it results in duplicity of accounts. 

h) As the existing Bank Mitr network is not fully active and attrition rate is high, Bank Mitr network can be 
expanded beyond the conventional model, to include others like Asha workers, aanganwadi workers, 
ration & kirana shops, chemists, SHGs etc. as prescribed in RBI guidelines. SHG members if 
engaged can get financial support from NABARD under Bank Sakhi scheme  

i) It was also informed that the FIF of NABARD can be utilized for financial literacy work conducted by 
banks  



j) It was also informed that many State Governments are offering panchayat bhawans for setting up 
bank branch / ATM/Bank Mitr to expand the banking network. Efforts must be made by SLBC/ Banks 
to open the brick or mortar branches for coverage of SSAs.  

k) IBA was advised to prepare a common database of trained Bank Mitrs who can be engaged as and 
when the need arises. 

l) As only 40,000 RuPay card compliant devices are operational on the field all banks were advised to 
deploy the devices at the earliest  as it deprives the beneficiaries of the Rs1 lac inbuilt accident 
insurance benefit. 

m) State Mission Director of Karnataka raised the issue of non-availability of district wise/taluka wise 
insurance data to monitor settlement of claims effectively. Even though 72 percent RuPay cards are 
activated in the State, the issue of interoperability of RuPay card exists. While conducting financial 
literacy camps, Banks were advised to create awareness on various banking products/facilities and 
avoid misinformation leading to customer grievances. 

n) SLBC Convenors of West Bengal, Odisha & Jharkhand were requested toreview of the SSAs allotted 
in their States and realign allocation with the setting up of new banks like Bandhan Bank and IDFC 
Bank having a large presence of Bank Mitrs in these States , SSA reallocation may be considered. 

o) SLBC Convenors of Kerala and Gujarat were advised to review the status of Bank Mitrs in the State 
as Bank mitr activation in these areas is amongst the lowest.All SLBCs and States were advised to 
monitor the bank mitr activities, transactions in last 3 days (both off us and on us), availability of 
RuPay, AEPS compliant devices, remuneration received to ascertain the level of activation of Bank 
Mitrs. 

p) All SLBCs were advised to make verification calls to Bank Mitr in the state to ascertain availability and 
activity in the area allocated to them. They may also provide the list to State authorities to verify the 
actual presence of bank mitr on the field. 

q) States such as Tripura, Sikkim, Manipur, Mizoram, Nagaland,Meghalaya and Uttarakhand facing 
connectivity issues were advised to submit the proposal for funding from FIF of NABARD for installing 
VSAT in centres with intermittent or no connectivity. 

r) SLBC Convenor of Madhya Pradesh informed that insurance claims under the Jansuraksha schemes 
are pending for settlement for many months .Insurance companies were directed to expedite the 
settlement of pending claims. 

s) On the issue of bulk seeding of Aadhar numbers from MNREGA database or data base of any other 
department  all banks were again advised to observe due diligence and obtain written consent of the 
customer before seeding the Aadhar number in the Bank account. 

                                           The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the Chair. 

******************* 

 


